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The credit for the discovery of superconductivity goes to Dutch physicist Heike

Kamerlingh Onnes . In 1911 , Onnes was studying the electrical properties of mercury in

his laboratory at Leiden University in The Netherlands when he found that the electrical

resistance in the mercury completely vanished when he dropped the temperature to

below 4 .2 Kelvin — that 's just 4 .2 degrees Celsius (7 .56 degrees Fahrenheit) above

absolute zero .

For his research , he was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1913 . Onnes conducted an

experiment , in 1912 , on the usability of superconductivity . He introduced an electric

current into a superconductive ring and removed the battery that generated it . Upon

measuring the electric current , Onnes found that its intensity did not diminish with the

time . The current persisted due to the superconductive state of the conductive medium .

wentieth-century , a prolific span of scientific achievement was also marked by the

discovery of a captivating quantum phenomenon called ‘superconductivity ’ .

Superconductor though itself not a source of energy but a vital tool for the generation ,

transmission , and storage of energy . High-temperature superconductors are an

innovative , promising , and eco-friendly alternative to mitigate the energy crisis because

of their efficiency and flexibility .

D R A F T E D  B Y  A B H I N A V  R A J  |  3 R D  Y E A R  S T U D E N T  
E D I T O R  |  I R A  D W I V E D I  |  4 T H  Y E A R  S T U D E N T  
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It 's very likely that you 've encountered a superconductor

without realizing it . In order to generate the strong

magnetic fields used in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

and nuclear magnetic resonance imaging (NMRI), the

machines use powerful electromagnets . These powerful

electromagnets would melt normal metals due to the heat

of even a little bit of resistance . However , because

superconductors have no electrical resistance , no heat is

generated , and the electromagnets can generate the

necessary magnetic fields .
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Conductivity is the measure
of the ease at which an
electric charge can pass
through a material.

The main difference between a
conductor and superconductor is that a
superconductor has zero electrical
resistance while conductors have some
finite resistance.

Fundamentally , a superconductor can be defined as a

conductor that has undergone a phase transition to a lower

energy state below a transition temperature in which

conduction electroncs form pairs (called Cooper pairs),

which carry electrical current without any resistance to the

flow and which are responsible for the perfect

diamagnetism and other properties .

Superconductors are typically classified as Type-I and Type-

II Superconductors . Examples of superconductors :

Aluminium, niobium, magnesium diboride, , cuprates
such as yttrium barium copper oxide and iron pnictides.

Heike Kamerlingh Onnes 
(21 September 1853 – 21 February 1926)

The 'holy grail '  of superconductor research is to find

materials that can act as superconductors at room

temperatures . In 2020 , scientists achieved the once-

unthinkable — a breakthrough!

An important discovery leading to room-temperature
superconductivity is the pressure-driven
disproportionation of hydrogen sulfide (H2S) to H3S,
with a confirmed transition temperature of 203 kelvin
at 155 gigapascals — a team of physicists from New
York revealed.

Room-temperature superconductors would allow for the

electrical transmission of energy with no losses or waste ,

more efficient maglev trains , and cheaper and more

ubiquitous use of MRI technology . The practical

applications of room-temperature superconductors are

limitless — physicists just have to work out how

superconductors can work at room temperatures and what

the "Goldilocks" material to allow for superconductivity

might be .

Click here to watch the video!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onB0w3_Su9I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onB0w3_Su9I
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-02895-0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onB0w3_Su9I
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01 CARBON NANOTUBE 

03

02 SUPERCONDUCTING
MAGLEV TRAIN

SUPERCONDUCTOR RESEARCH IN INDIA

The SCMAGLEV (Superconducting Maglev) is a

magnetic levitation transportation system based on

the principles of magnetic attractions and repulsions

between the guideway and the cars . Chinese

researchers have unveiled the prototype of a high-

speed maglev train based on ‘high-temperature ’

superconducting technology , using liquid nitrogen

instead of more expensive liquid helium .

The engineering prototype was presented to press

and officials on a length of test track at Southwest

Jiaotong University (SWJTU) in Chengdu , China .

Many new technologies are incorporated in the

prototype , including a full carbon-fibre lightweight

body , low-resistance locomotive shape , and high-

temperature superconducting maglev with large load

capacity .
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The most used superconducting
materials today are low
temperature superconductors,
which require liquid helium to
achieve their superconducting
transition temperature and the
cost of liquid helium is very high.

Carbon nanotube has excellent electrical and mechanical properties .

It also possesses superconductivity . Ping Sheng and co-workers at

Hong Kong University of Science and Technology have found that the

nanotubes exhibit superconducting behaviour below 20 kelvin ,

confirming that resistance-free current can flow through pure carbon .

SuperQ Technologies India Pvt . Ltd . , a subsidiary of Qpi

Technology , has signed an MoU with the Cryogenic

Engineering Department of IIT-Kharagpur to accelerate

their research in the field of Superconductors .

Among the five DRDO Young Scientists Labs (DYSL),

during late 2019 , one of the labs had been designated

to   work    on   designing    and   developing   Quantum

Computer using superconducting Qubits . This consistent effort by DRDO may

perhaps be the first attempt from India to create a Quantum Computer using

Superconducting Circuit-based Qubit and can be hosted on a cloud platform for

nation-wide access .
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‘metaverse '  first appeared in fiction named Snow Crash , written by Neal Stephenson in

1992 . In this novel Stephenson defines metaverse as a massive virtual environment

parallel to the physical world , in which user interact through digital avatars .

There are mainly 3 sequential stages required to develop metaverse and that are :

 

(i). digital twins , 

(ii) digital natives , and eventually 

(iii) co-existence of physical - virtual reality .

Digital Twins Co-existence of physical-
virtual reality

Digital Natives

Digital twins reflect the properties of their physical counterparts , the connection

between the virtual and physical twins is connected by different sensors and data

generated by it . Second stage focuses on native content creation , these creators often

represented by avatars , and they are involved in creation of digital copies of physical

world as digital natives . 

Finally , the digitised physical and virtual worlds will eventually merge , representing the

final stage of the co- existence of physical-virtual reality . To a further extent , the

platform can connect and interact with our physical world through various channels ,

user ’s information access through head-mounted wearable displays or mobile headsets

(e.g. Microsoft Hololens3) , contents , avatars , computer agents in the metaverse

interacting with smart devices and robots through IOT .

To realise the metaverse , technologies other than the internet , social network , gaming

and virtual environment should be taken into consideration , like the introduction to AR

(Augmented Reality) , VR ( Virtual Reality) , XR (Extended Reality), high-speed network ,

edge computing , artificial intelligence , blockchain serve as the building blocks for

metaverse .

Metaverse is 3D virtual world which is focused on social connection , it describes a

hypothetical   synthetic   environment   linked   to   the   physical   world .  The wordAA
BY  AM I T E SH  DW I V ED I  |  3 RD  Y EAR  S TUDENT  
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Each transition evolved with development of new technologies such as internet , 3D

graphics , high-speed internet , blockchain etc . It is obvious that technology stimulates

such transition of cyberspace . In fact researchers are exploring the technology of

metaverse and ideally a new technology could unlock the better opportunities in virtual

universe .

In 2019 Facebook launched a social virtual environment called Facebook Horizon . In

2021 Facebook renamed to “Meta Platform" and its chairman Mark Zuckerberg declared

a company commitment to developing a metaverse .

Microsoft acquired the VR company AltspaceVR in 2017 , and has since implemented

metaverse features such as virtual avatars and meetings held in virtual reality into

Microsoft Teams . In 2022 , HTC announced its launch of a cross-platform metaverse

ecosystem called VIVERSE , which would allow connections between virtual worlds

accessible by both VR and non-VR devices . and supports parental controls for children .

environment in smart mobiles and wearable glasses , to the current status of the

metaverse .

etaverse has evolved within four transition of stages from text-based interactive

games ,    virtual    open-world ,    massively    multiplayer    online    games ,   virtual MM

META AND OTHER COMPANIES IN METAVERSE
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Bitcoin was introduced as the world's first

successful cryptocurrency and blockchain

platform. It is a digital or virtual currency

that uses peer-to-peer technology to

facilitate instant payments.

2009 Ernst Cline, a sci-fi writer introduced people

to virtual reality. VR is the use of computer

technology to create a simulated environment

which can be explored in 360 degrees.

2011

The first virtual world is created: Maze War is the first

publicly known virtual world in the form of gaming. It was

played on a network of Unix computers and allowed users to

interact with each other in a virtual environment.

1973

Augmented Reality Game

'Pokemon Go' took the world by

storm. The consequent year,

'Fortnite', a multiplayer game and

social hub was released. It had

virtual tours and concerts.

2016-17

2021

Mark Zuckerberg's Facebook brought the world’s

attention to the metaverse by rebranding its parent

company to Meta. 3D spaces in the metaverse will let one

socialize, learn, collaborate and play in ways that go

beyond what we can imagine.

A metaverse-like environment is depicted

in the film '2001: A Space Odyssey' where

the astronaut Bowman goes through a

psychedelic experience in which he is in a

metaverse with three-dimensional images

overlaid on the real world.

1968

Philip Rosedale and his team at Liden Lab unveiled

'Second Life' : an online multimedia platform that

allows people to create an avatar for themselves and

have a second life in an online virtual world.

1992
2003

The term ‘metaverse’ is coined

Sci-fi writer Neal Stephenson coined the

term ‘metaverse’ in 1992 and referred

to a completely immersive virtual reality.

The word was first used in his novel

Snow Crash, which takes place in a

future world.

T h e  t i m e l i n e

The Metaverse Generat ion unfolds
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SEMICONDUCTOR
CHIP FABRICATION

SS emiconductor devices are ubiquitous , they can be

found   in   every   gadget   around   us .   These  green

coloured chips are capable of doing complex

computation and executing any given task . What makes

it so special? They are compact , faster , cheaper and

efficient . Semiconductors are basic components of

electronics devices , they enable countless applications in

different fields like communication , transportation ,

defence systems , healthcare etc . But how these

semiconductor chips are fabricated? One obvious answer

is that they are derived from sand after different

mechanical and chemical processes , but the process is

far more intriguing than it seems .

Sand mainly consists of silicon dioxide or silica and it is

abundantly found on the earth 's crust . This silica is

combined with carbon and heated at a very high

temperature , it removes oxygen from the molecule and

pure silicon is obtained . After many processes , a pure

monocrystalline silicon ingot is formed . These ingots are

then sliced into different discs which are flattened to

form silicon wafers .

A photo resistive material is then spread over this wafer , it is spread evenly by the

virtue of a centrifugal force . The exact material is used in camera reels . When a

photo resistive material is exposed to UV rays it causes a chemical change and in

the next process , it is washed away by a specific solvent .

Chip architecture designs the electronics circuitry specified for a given chip using

designing software . Through this design , a template is created and UV rays are

then passed through it and these rays fall on the silicon wafer . This process is

known as photolithography . Photolithography and etching are done multiple

times with at least 50 layers of masking , thus it forms a 3D structure that looks like

a lamina with naked eyes . Once this process is done doping of pentavalent and

trivalent atoms is done at different sites to create multiple micro-sized switching

devices like transistor , MOSFETs , FINFET etc . By metal deposition , internal

connections are made within different layers of the mask . All of it is done at a

microscopic level . These small chips are then splintered off from the wafer . 

ABH I SHEK  MEWADE  |  4 TH  Y EAR  S TUDENT  
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FRONT-END FABRICATION
Semiconductors are created on

silicon wafers using various
processes and techniques (ex.

etching, photolithography,
materials depositing.)

BACK-END FABRICATION
Semiconductors are cut out of the

wafers, tested, encapsulated into plastic
packages and prepared for purchase.

ELECTRONIC PRODUCT SALES
Final electronic products with

semiconductors inside are
sold to consumers.
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After all these processes are done a chip of fingernail size is

obtained which is called dye . Different tests are conducted

on this dye to check its functionalities . The upper part of

this dye is known as a heat spreader , on top of it , a heat

sink is mounted . The final stage of manufacturing is

assembly , here this chip is placed in a package and

terminals are attached .

The whole process takes place in highly monitored and

well-maintained facilities . These fabrication machines and

facilities take billions of dollars to construct . Rarely does

someone invests this much amount in a project where the

technology changes in every 7-8 years . Fabrication of

semiconductor chips is not an easy task and it is limited to

only certain parts of the world like China and Taiwan , these

nations already have an upper hand . The semiconductor

industry is a rapidly evolving industry . Research is going on

to make semiconductor chips compact , which consumes

less energy and enables higher processing capabilities .

Every little advancement in this field would greatly impact

our upcoming generation .

CURRENT SEMICONDUCTOR
PRODUCTION SUPPLY CHAIN

RAW MATERIALS
Ingots are formed from pure silicon

and then sliced into wafers.

Ingots

DESIGN
Semiconductor designs are

 created using highly sophisticated
computer-software design tools.

In 2019, nearly 300
billion chips were
sold. That’s about
40 chips for every

person on the
planet.

HOW ARE MICROCHIPS MADE?
FROM SAND TO SEMICONDUCTOR

DID YOU KNOW?

CLICK
HERE

WATCH

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bor0qLifjz4
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E-GOVERNANCE — REFORMING GOVERNMENT THROUGH
THE USE OF TECHNOLOGY

Accelerated e-Mobility Revolution for India'sAccelerated e-Mobility Revolution for India's
Transportation (E-Amrit), a web portal on electricTransportation (E-Amrit), a web portal on electric
vehicles (EVs) was launched by India at the COP26vehicles (EVs) was launched by India at the COP26
Summit in Glasgow, UK.Summit in Glasgow, UK.
• It is a one-stop destination for all information on• It is a one-stop destination for all information on
electric vehicles—busting myths around the adoptionelectric vehicles—busting myths around the adoption
of EVs and complement initiatives of government onof EVs and complement initiatives of government on
raising awareness on EVs.raising awareness on EVs.
• The portal has been developed and hosted by • The portal has been developed and hosted by NITINITI
AayogAayog under a collaborative knowledge exchange under a collaborative knowledge exchange
programme with the UK government and as part ofprogramme with the UK government and as part of
the UK–India Joint Roadmap 2030.the UK–India Joint Roadmap 2030.

he “e” in e-Governancehe “e” in e-Governance
stands for ‘electronic’.stands for ‘electronic’.

thth

e-Governance can be defined ase-Governance can be defined as
the usage of the usage of Information andInformation and
Communication TechnologyCommunication Technology
(ICT) by the government to(ICT) by the government to
provide and facilitateprovide and facilitate
government services, exchangegovernment services, exchange
of information, communicationof information, communication
transactions and integration oftransactions and integration of
various standalone systems andvarious standalone systems and
services.services.  

e-Governance originated ine-Governance originated in
India during the 1970s with aIndia during the 1970s with a
focus on in-house governmentfocus on in-house government
applications in the areas ofapplications in the areas of
defence, economic monitoring,defence, economic monitoring,
planning and deployment of ICTplanning and deployment of ICT
to manage data intensiveto manage data intensive
functions related to elections,functions related to elections,
census, tax administration etc.census, tax administration etc.

There are a large number of e-There are a large number of e-
Governance initiatives, both atGovernance initiatives, both at
the Union and State levels. � Inthe Union and State levels. � In
2006, 2006, National e-GovernanceNational e-Governance

TT Recently, the 24 NationalRecently, the 24 National
Conference on e-GovernanceConference on e-Governance
(NCeG) was organised by the(NCeG) was organised by the
Department of AdministrativeDepartment of Administrative
Reforms & Public GrievancesReforms & Public Grievances
(DARPG) and Ministry of(DARPG) and Ministry of
Electronics & InformationElectronics & Information
Technology (MeitY), inTechnology (MeitY), in
association with the State Govt.association with the State Govt.
of Telangana.of Telangana.

The Conference provides aThe Conference provides a
platform for constructiveplatform for constructive
exchange of ideas on the latestexchange of ideas on the latest
technologies for promoting e-technologies for promoting e-
Governance.Governance.

The Conference resolved thatThe Conference resolved that
GoI and State Governments shallGoI and State Governments shall
collaborate to: Foster responsiblecollaborate to: Foster responsible
use of emerging technology suchuse of emerging technology such
as Artificial Intelligence,as Artificial Intelligence,
Machine Learning, Blockchain,Machine Learning, Blockchain,
5G, Augmented Reality, Virtual5G, Augmented Reality, Virtual
Reality, etc for SocialReality, etc for Social
Empowerment, among otherEmpowerment, among other
developments.developments.

PlanPlan (NeGP) was formulated by the (NeGP) was formulated by the
Department of Electronics andDepartment of Electronics and
Information Technology (Meity) andInformation Technology (Meity) and
Department of Administrative ReformsDepartment of Administrative Reforms
and Public Grievances. NeGP hasand Public Grievances. NeGP has
enabled many e-governanceenabled many e-governance
initiatives: Digital India, Aadhaar,initiatives: Digital India, Aadhaar,
myGov.in, UMANG (Unified MobilemyGov.in, UMANG (Unified Mobile
Application for New-age Governance)Application for New-age Governance)
App, Digital Locker, PayGov,App, Digital Locker, PayGov,
Computerisation of Land Records.Computerisation of Land Records.

Objectives of e-Governance are toObjectives of e-Governance are to
support and simplify governance forsupport and simplify governance for
government, citizens and businesses.government, citizens and businesses.
To make government administrationTo make government administration
more transparent and accountablemore transparent and accountable
while addressing society's needs andwhile addressing society's needs and
expectations through efficient publicexpectations through efficient public
services and effective interactionservices and effective interaction
between the people, businesses, andbetween the people, businesses, and
government.government.  

Source: pib.gov.in

PHOTO FROM PIXABAY

Source: pib.gov.in

INDIA LAUNCHES E-AMRIT PORTAL

https://www.digitalindia.gov.in/content/e-governance-%E2%80%93-reforming-government-through-technology
https://www.digitalindia.gov.in/content/e-governance-%E2%80%93-reforming-government-through-technology
https://www.digitalindia.gov.in/content/e-governance-%E2%80%93-reforming-government-through-technology
https://www.digitalindia.gov.in/content/e-governance-%E2%80%93-reforming-government-through-technology
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INDIA’S FIRST GREEN HYDROGEN MICROGRID

DESIGN LINKED INCENTIVE
FOR SEMICONDUCTORS

ABHYAS | DRDO SUCCESSFULLY
CONDUCTS TEST OF 'HEAT'

The hydrogen would be produced using the advanced 240 kWThe hydrogen would be produced using the advanced 240 kW
SSolid Oxide Electrolyser by taking input power from theolid Oxide Electrolyser by taking input power from the
nearby Floating Solar project. The hydrogen produced duringnearby Floating Solar project. The hydrogen produced during
sunshine hours would be stored at high pressure and would besunshine hours would be stored at high pressure and would be
electrified using a 50 kW Solid Oxide Fuel Cell.electrified using a 50 kW Solid Oxide Fuel Cell.

Fuel-Cell based Micro-gridFuel-Cell based Micro-grid
with hydrogen production usingwith hydrogen production using
electrolyzer in NTPC Guestelectrolyzer in NTPC Guest
House at Simhadri (nearHouse at Simhadri (near
Visakhapatnam)'.Visakhapatnam)'.  
It is India’s first GreenIt is India’s first Green
Hydrogen-based EnergyHydrogen-based Energy
Storage Project. NTPC LimitedStorage Project. NTPC Limited
has selected California -has selected California -
headquartered Bloom Energy’sheadquartered Bloom Energy’s
electrolyzer and hydrogen-electrolyzer and hydrogen-
powered fuel cell technologiespowered fuel cell technologies
for the nation’s first greenfor the nation’s first green
hydrogen-based microgrid,hydrogen-based microgrid,
which will be powered by awhich will be powered by a
floating solar array. It is in linefloating solar array. It is in line
with India’s vision to becomewith India’s vision to become
carbon neutral by 2070.carbon neutral by 2070.

ecently, NTPC has awardedecently, NTPC has awarded      
aa        projectproject      ofof    'Standalone'StandaloneRR

he Ministry of Electronics andhe Ministry of Electronics and
InformationInformation          (MeitY)(MeitY)        isis        seekingseeking    

applicationsapplications from 100 domestic from 100 domestic
semiconductor semiconductor chip design firms,chip design firms,
companies, start-ups and Micro, Smallcompanies, start-ups and Micro, Small
and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) underand Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) under
its Design Linked Incentive (DLI)its Design Linked Incentive (DLI)
Scheme.Scheme.

Lately, there has been an abrupt andLately, there has been an abrupt and
cascading shortage of semiconductorscascading shortage of semiconductors
worldwide. The scheme, which was a partworldwide. The scheme, which was a part
of ₹76,000 crore ($10 billion) packageof ₹76,000 crore ($10 billion) package
that the government announced inthat the government announced in
December, aims to nurture at least 20December, aims to nurture at least 20
domestic companies involved indomestic companies involved in
semiconductor design and facilitatingsemiconductor design and facilitating
them to achieve turnover of more thanthem to achieve turnover of more than
₹1500 Crore in the next 5 years. C-DAC₹1500 Crore in the next 5 years. C-DAC
(Centre for Development of Advanced(Centre for Development of Advanced
Computing), a scientific society operatingComputing), a scientific society operating
under MeitY, will serve as the nodalunder MeitY, will serve as the nodal
agency for implementation of the DLIagency for implementation of the DLI
scheme.scheme.

TT

Source: pib.gov.in

PHOTO FROM PEXELS

TheThe vehicle can be used as an aerial target vehicle can be used as an aerial target
for the evaluation of various missilefor the evaluation of various missile
systems.systems.
Powered by a small gas turbine engine andPowered by a small gas turbine engine and
has MEMS (Micro-electromechanical)has MEMS (Micro-electromechanical)
based Inertial Navigation System (INS).based Inertial Navigation System (INS).
The air vehicle is launched using twinThe air vehicle is launched using twin
under-slung boosters which provide theunder-slung boosters which provide the
initial acceleration to the vehicle. It isinitial acceleration to the vehicle. It is
powered by a gas turbine engine to sustainpowered by a gas turbine engine to sustain
a long endurance flight at subsonic speed.a long endurance flight at subsonic speed.

ABHYAS—High-speed Expendable AerialABHYAS—High-speed Expendable Aerial
Target (HEAT) was successfully flight-testedTarget (HEAT) was successfully flight-tested
by DRDO from Integrated Test Range (ITR),by DRDO from Integrated Test Range (ITR),
Chandipur off the coast of Bay of Bengal inChandipur off the coast of Bay of Bengal in
Odisha. It is dOdisha. It is designed & developed by DRDO’sesigned & developed by DRDO’s
Aeronautical Development EstablishmentAeronautical Development Establishment
(ADE)(ADE), Bengaluru, for autonomous flying., Bengaluru, for autonomous flying.

Source: pib.gov.inPHOTO FROM PEXELS

https://www.drdo.gov.in/abhyas
https://www.drdo.gov.in/abhyas
https://www.drishtiias.com/daily-updates/daily-news-analysis/india-to-reach-carbon-neutrality-by-2070
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"No man really becomes a fool until he"No man really becomes a fool until he
stops asking questions."stops asking questions."

“I have not failed. I’ve just found“I have not failed. I’ve just found
10,000 ways that won’t work”.10,000 ways that won’t work”.

World's largest floating solar power plant with 600World's largest floating solar power plant with 600
MW capacity is being set up on Omkareshwar dam inMW capacity is being set up on Omkareshwar dam in
Khandwa district of Madhya Pradesh. The WorldKhandwa district of Madhya Pradesh. The World
Bank (WB) will provide technical and financialBank (WB) will provide technical and financial
assistance for the project.assistance for the project.

SYSTEM OF DISTRIBUTION BY
ALTERNATING CURRENTS

January 29, 1895

On this day in history, CharlesOn this day in history, Charles
Steinmetz patented a System ofSteinmetz patented a System of
Distribution by Alternating CurrentDistribution by Alternating Current
(AC).(AC).

He fostered the development of A/CHe fostered the development of A/C
that made possible the expansion ofthat made possible the expansion of
the electric power industry in thethe electric power industry in the
US. He suffered from dwarfism,US. He suffered from dwarfism,
hunchback, and hip dysplasia, ashunchback, and hip dysplasia, as
did his father and grandfather.did his father and grandfather.
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THIS MONTH IN HISTORY> ELECTRICITY CAPACITY FROM NON-FOSSIL FUEL

INDIA'S FIRST GRAPHENE INNOVATION
CENTRE TO COME UP IN KERALA

tt COP 21, as part of its Nationally Determined COP 21, as part of its Nationally Determined
ContributionsContributions    (NDCs),(NDCs),      IndiaIndia      hadhad      committedcommitted      toto  

achieving 40% of its installed electricity capacity fromachieving 40% of its installed electricity capacity from
non-fossil energy sources by 2030. The country hasnon-fossil energy sources by 2030. The country has
achieved this target in November 2021 itself. Theachieved this target in November 2021 itself. The
country’s installed Renewable Energy (RE) capacitycountry’s installed Renewable Energy (RE) capacity
today stands at 150.05 GW while its nuclear energy-today stands at 150.05 GW while its nuclear energy-
based installed electricity capacity stands at 6.78 GW.based installed electricity capacity stands at 6.78 GW.
This brings the total non-fossil-based installed energyThis brings the total non-fossil-based installed energy
capacity to 156.83 GW which is 40.1% of the totalcapacity to 156.83 GW which is 40.1% of the total
installed electricity capacity of 390.8 GW.installed electricity capacity of 390.8 GW.

The government has further announced at CoP 26 inThe government has further announced at CoP 26 in
Glasgow a target of achieving 500 GW of installedGlasgow a target of achieving 500 GW of installed
electricity capacity from non-fossil fuel sources byelectricity capacity from non-fossil fuel sources by
2030.2030.

ecently, the Kerala government announced that theecently, the Kerala government announced that the
country’scountry’s    firstfirst    GrapheneGraphene    InnovationInnovation    Centre wouldCentre would

come up in Thrissur, Kerala. It is a joint venture ofcome up in Thrissur, Kerala. It is a joint venture of
Digital University of Kerala, Centre for Materials forDigital University of Kerala, Centre for Materials for
Electronics Technology (C-MET) and Tata SteelElectronics Technology (C-MET) and Tata Steel
Limited.Limited.

Graphene is a one-atom-thick layer of carbon atomsGraphene is a one-atom-thick layer of carbon atoms
arranged inarranged in    aa    hexagonalhexagonal    lattice. Often referred to as alattice. Often referred to as a
wonder material for itswonder material for its
extraordinary electrical andextraordinary electrical and
electronics properties, grapheneelectronics properties, graphene
could replace Indium and therebycould replace Indium and thereby
bring down the cost of OLEDbring down the cost of OLED
(organic light-emitting diode)(organic light-emitting diode)
screens in smartphones, studiesscreens in smartphones, studies
have shown.have shown.

AN ELECTRIC LAMP FOR GIVING
LIGHT BY INCANDESCENCE

January 27, 1880

On this day in history, Thomas A.On this day in history, Thomas A.
Edison received a patent for 'anEdison received a patent for 'an
electric lamp for giving light byelectric lamp for giving light by
incandescence'incandescence'

Edison famously summarized hisEdison famously summarized his
quest for the incandescent lampquest for the incandescent lamp
with,with,

— Charles Proteus Steinmetz— Charles Proteus Steinmetz
SOURCE: Indian ExpressSOURCE: Indian Express

Source: pib.gov.in

AA

RR

A FLOATING SOLAR POWER PLANT

https://patents.google.com/patent/US533244A/en
https://pib.gov.in/PressReleasePage.aspx?PRID=1777364
https://indianexpress.com/article/india/kerala/first-graphene-innovation-centre-kerala-pinarayi-vijayan-7753377/
https://indianexpress.com/article/india/kerala/first-graphene-innovation-centre-kerala-pinarayi-vijayan-7753377/
https://indianexpress.com/article/india/kerala/first-graphene-innovation-centre-kerala-pinarayi-vijayan-7753377/
https://patents.google.com/patent/US223898A/en
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SynRM Motor PM Motor IPM-SynRM Motor

I N T E R I O R  P E R M A N E N TI N T E R I O R  P E R M A N E N T
M A G N E T  S Y N C H R O N O U SM A G N E T  S Y N C H R O N O U S

R E L U C T A N C E  M O T O RR E L U C T A N C E  M O T O R   

I P M S y n R M

FFor propulsion in EVs , traction motors

are  the  essential  components ,   which

require high starting torque , better

efficiency while cruising , high reliability ,

and reasonable cost . Interior Permanent

Magnet Synchronous Reluctance Motor

(IPMSynRM) is a better option for traction ,

Toyota Prius and Nissan Leaf are some

examples of hybrid EVs that utilize the

IPMSynRM technology for traction . Tesla

on the other side used conventional

Induction Motors till Tesla model 3 , but for

the design of the Tesla Model 3 , Tesla

Motors engineer 's replaced the Induction

Motor with the newly designed IPMSynRM

technology .

IPMSynRM technology is one of the

brushless     synchronous       AC       motor 

technology , which is an interesting

alternative with regards to the high

efficiency of traction motors . IPMSynRM

drive is the combination of other two

types of brushless synchronous AC drive

that is interior permanent magnet motor

(IPM) and synchronous reluctance motor

(SynRM), sometimes it is also called

Permanent Magnet Assisted Synchronous

Reluctance Motor (PMa-SynRM). This

machine utilizes both magnetic alignment

torque and reluctance torque .

To understand IPMSynRM , first one

understands how torque is produced in

permanent magnet motor as well as in

reluctance motor and then analyzes the

combination of both .

BY  AM I T E SH  DW I V ED I  |  3 RD  Y EAR  S TUDENT  

Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor (PMSM) 0101
Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor is a type of synchronous motor in which field

excitation is provided by using a permanent magnet instead of using field coils and

these permanent magnets are embedded either in the rotor or placed on the surface of

rotor . The use of synchronous permanent magnet motors has increased after the

invention of ferrite magnets and rare-earth magnets like neodymium-iron-boron (NdFeB)

magnets and advancements in variable speed controllers increased the overall

performance of these types of motors .

Synchronous permanent magnet motors are of two types on the basis of the position of

magnet on rotor . One is Surface Permanent Magnet motor (SPM) and other is Iinterior

Permanent Magnet motor (IPM), in SPM motor the permanent magnet is placed on the

surface of rotor while in IPM the permanent magnet are placed within the rotor .
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OPERATION PRINCIPLES OF PMSM MOTORS 0202

While driving uphill or starting the EV the

PMSM motor gives a very good performance

as its starting torque is high and it is also

efficient as it is not required to generate

current in rotor bars as of induction motor .

But while cruising at high-speed PMSM

motor performs badly due to back emf .

Back emf is generated due to the

interaction of magnetic field of permanent

magnet with the stator conductors . Due to

this interaction , flux cutting action takes

place and an emf is induced across the

stator conductors , in opposite directions to

the supply voltage , that 's why this induced

emf is called back emf .

Another disadvantage of using a permanent

magnet is the high eddy current in the

magnets which increases the eddy current

losses which further increases the heat and

causes demagnetization .

When 3 phase A .C supply is given to the 3 phase distributed winding of the stator of the

motor then it produces a rotating magnetic field that interacts with the magnetic field

of the permanent magnet that is present in the rotor and due to attraction/repulsion

forces between permanent magnet in the rotor and the rotating magnetic field in the

stator , the rotor starts rotating in synchronization with rotating magnetic field .

The interaction between the poles of the permanent magnet and the rotating magnetic

field is shown in the picture (right). The torque is produced due to magnetic

attraction/repulsion , if we rotate the rotating magnetic field further by 45° angle the

torque produced will be maximum as the attraction/repulsion forces will become

tangential .

Synchronous Reluctance Motor (SynRM) 0303
These issues can be resolved by using the reluctance property of the rotor core , let 's

try to understand how the synchronous reluctance motor works .

SynRM is a type of brushless synchronous motor where the torque

is generated due to magnetic reluctance , non-permanent magnets

are induced on the ferromagnetic rotor , that always tries to align

itself with the rotating magnetic field and that 's why they rotate in

synchronization with the rmf . Here torque is produced due to the

reluctance property of ferromagnetic material like iron .
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Reluctance | How Reluctance Torque is produced? 0404

Working of SynRM Motors 0505

Reluctance is the opposition offered to the flow of magnetic flux or we can say that

magnetic flux always has a tendency to flow through the lowest reluctance path , that 's

why an iron nail when kept near the magnetic field of a magnet it gets attracted

toward the magnet as it offers low reluctance than air .

When we keep a ferromagnetic material like an iron bar

near and at some angle with the magnetic field , it

induces the temporary north and south pole in its

domain that is small magnetic pole inside the iron bar

are initially unaligned and are at a random position but

when it comes in contact with the external magnetic

field , it gets aligned  inside the  bar ,  and  then   iron  bar  

acts as a temporary magnet and as it is not perfectly aligned with the field it tries to

align itself and due to this a torque is produced , when the magnet get perfectly aligned

torque becomes zero .

When a 3 phase supply is given to the 3 phase distributed winding of the stator , a

rotating  magnetic   field  is  generated ,   and   due  to  the  reluctance  property  of   the 

ferromagnetic rotor , the rotor tries to align itself with the

rotating magnetic field , and it seems that the rotor starts

rotating but actually it 's not because , when the magnetic

field rotates , the rotor tries to align itself due to attraction

between opposite poles , but it fails due to its inertia , and

by this time the poles of rotating magnetic field get

reversed and the similar poles come closer and because

the rotor poles are unable to change quickly as magnetic

domain takes time to spin , the repulsive force dominates .

That 's why SynRM is not self-starting . 

To start and to make SynRM rotate continuously we need a

smart controller that controls the speed of rmf such that

the rotor gets enough time to align itself and to get in

synchronization with rmf . 
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Torque analysis of IPMSynRM Motor 0606
At the starting of the motor most of the torque is due to the permanent magnet

because due to the inertia of the rotor the torque due to the reluctance effect is very

small , to get the maximum starting torque we should rotate the rmf such that the

attraction/repulsion forces between permanent magnet and rmf become tangential ,

this can be achieved by using smart controllers .

As we know that while cruising at high speed the permanent magnet induces back emf ,

to overcome this issue we have to rotate rmf such that it gets aligned exactly opposite

to the magnetic field of a permanent magnet , by this the magnetic field of the

permanent magnet weakens . At this stage , all the torque is due to the reluctance effect .

By combined use of permanent effect and reluctance effect and simultaneously

controlling the rmf angle , we can get maximum efficiency . To get maximum torque ,

motor should be started at rmf angle of around 45°to 50°

In both types of Electric Vehicles , IPMSynRM technology is used , but the basic

difference lies in the permanent magnet used inside the rotor , For Prius , slab of solid

magnet were used while for Tesla segmented magnets were used , this is due to use of

segmented magnet eddy current reduces in the magnet .

For maximum torque output , the difference in the flux interaction is important because ,

non-magnetic material tries to oppose , while magnetic material tries to attract this will

ensure that rotor is rotating continuously and that 's why rotor of SynRM has slots in

which air act as non-magnetic material . These slotted cuts and laminations also reduces

eddy current losses .

TESLATESLATESLA
MODEL 3 PRIUS

TOYOTATOYOTATOYOTAV/S

Segmented magnets in Tesla Model 3
(Picture Courtesy: Lesics.com)
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PLANT:

PID CONTROLLER
WHAT IS A

The system we want to control in order to obtain desired response .

It is the input fed to the plant .

It is the response output after the process is complete

These are devices which generate force or energy to change the system .

It is destination point or the actual output which 
should be achieved after the system has processed input to output .

PLANT:

ACTIVATING SIGNAL:

DESIRED RESPONSE:

ACTUATOR:

SET POINT OR COMMAND VARIABLE:

A controller is a device that reduces the error (deviation) of the actual value from

desired value to almost zero or at the least possible value , it is responsible for obtaining

accurate output .

Controllers are required to reduce errors in equipment and make the mechanism free of

errors and to obtain better results and high efficiency .

PID controller stands for proportional-integral-differential controller . The PID controller

is a feedback-type controller . To understand it , first we need to learn a few terms . 

A control system consists of the following parts :

1 . The Controller

2 . The Plant

3 . The Feedback Path

The plant is the system we want to control in order to obtain the desired result . The

plant consists of 2 parts : The Actuator and the Processor.

» The actuator is a device that provides energy for the process . Example : voltage source ,

current source , etc .

» The processor is the core unit of the plant . It is something that converts the data into

another useful data or in simpler words it takes the input , processes it , and creates the

output . Example : motor , transformer etc .
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FEEDBACK PATH:

CONTROLLER UNIT:

WORKING:

The proportional controller is the part which process is the input and creates a linear

relationship between the input and output . It follows linear relation .

The integral part is the support to the proportional controller . By collecting the past

information and integrating it , it reduces the steady state error . The integral controller

generates a little overshoot because sometimes it sums up the value greater than

condition for steady state . Thus it takes time to come to rest and oscillates a bit .

The differential controller is the one who keeps the watch over the rate of change of

error and prevents overshoot , which causes the negative error . The differential controller

creates saturation like condition and prevents oscillations .

It takes the system output into consideration and adjust its performance to meet a

desired output response .

The controller unit is the most important part of the system because without the

controller unit the system or the plant cannot work effectively on its own . The controller

provides instructions that help the system to be free of errors .

The controller consists of the following parts :

1 . Proportional Controller

2 . Derivative Controller

3 . Integral Controller

The P , I and D controllers are in parallel paths in the system .

For an ideal PID controller the error follows the path towards the plant passing through

the controller . The input signal gets compares with the set point . The value obtained is

treated as the error . The error is simultaneously processed by the controller , providing

the instructions to the plant . 

As we work on digital signals the process occurs at fixed intervals of time . Thus at each

instant of time the output is fed back to the controller , so that further set of instructions

can be provided to the plant for it to work efficiently .
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Thermocouple

Feedback

The ideal PID controller
works smoothly, without a
flaw with co-ordination of
all P, I, and D parts. But in
practice, there are some
limitations.

In an ideal actuator there is no limit to actuator but the non ideal-actuator (motor ,

transformer etc) has its limitations . These limitations cause some more error in the

integrator called integrator windup . This integrator windup is the extra effort on the

process as due to saturation the process is limited . 

The integrator will assess the error and call for more effort , causing a possibility to

deviate from the setpoint and cause a negative error (going above the level of set point .

Hence anti-windups (clampers , back-calculation etc .) are used to prevent any other

losses .

Also , noise can somehow distort the output as the differentiator amplifies error , the

noise also gets amplified , and thus a low pass filter is used before the differentiator .

PID controllers are used in various devices and have a vital role in control system . Before

the microprocessors were made PID controllers were used instead . In modern-day

drones , remote-controlled toys , etc . use PID controllers . Even modern-day

microprocessors use a PID controller inside them . This is a device making automation

easier . They are used in most automatic process control applications in industry today to

regulate flow , temperature , pressure , level , and many other industrial process variables .

Without a PID controller , manual control of

water temperature is a tedious process . For

example , to keep a constant temperature of

water discharged from an industrial gas-fired

heater , an operator has to watch a temperature

gauge and adjust a fuel gas valve accordingly .

If the water temperature becomes too high , the

operator has to close the gas valve just enough

to bring the temperature back to the desired

value . If the water gets too cold , he has to open

the gas valve .

Install an electronic temperature

measurement device

Automate the valve by adding an actuator

(and perhaps a positioner) to it so that it

can be driven electronically

controller , and connect it to the electronic

temperature measurement and the

automated control valve

To relieve the operator , the control function

can be automated with a PID controller . The

following are required :
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ink for 300 patentsink for 300 patents  

INDUCTION MOTORS

 TESLA TURBINE

WORLD WIRELESS SYSTEM

TESLA COIL

RADIO

Some of Tesla's Inventions
1888

1891

1904

1898

1897

SOURCE: WIKIPEDIASOURCE: WIKIPEDIA

Attempting to develop inventions he

could patent and market , Tesla

conducted   a   range   of   experiments

with mechanical oscillators/generators , electrical

discharge tubes , and early X-ray imaging . He also built a

wireless-controlled boat , one of the first-ever exhibited . 
U .S .  Pa ten t  3 34 ,823

U .S .  Pa ten t  3 35 ,786

U .S .  Pa ten t  3 35 ,787

U .S .  Pa ten t  3 36 ,96 1

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

and  so  on .

1 8 8 6  J a n u a r y  2 6

1 8 8 6  F e b r u a r y  9

1 8 8 6  F e b r u a r y  9

1 8 8 6  M a r c h  2

P A T E N T            D A T E

NIKOLANIKOLA
TESLATESLA

I N V E N T O R
E L E C T R I C A L  &  M E C H A N I C A L  E N G I N E E R

(10 July 1856 – 7 January 1943)

ikola Tesla was a  Siberian-American and a great inventor & engineer . His best

contribution is to the design  of the modern alternating current (AC) electricity supplyN

BY :  RITESH DHOTE | 3       YEAR STUDENT

system . Tesla studied engineering and physics in the 1870s without receiving a degree

but , by gaining practical experience in the early 1880s working in telephony and at

Continental Edison in the new electric power industry . He worked for a short time at the

Edison Machine Works in New York City before he struck out on his own . With the help of

partners to finance and market his ideas , Tesla set up laboratories and companies in New

York to develop a range of electrical and mechanical devices .

If you want to find the secrets ofIf you want to find the secrets of
the universe, think in terms ofthe universe, think in terms of
energy, frequency and vibration.energy, frequency and vibration.

Luminaries from the Age of Electricity
PIONEERS OF ELECTRICITY
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Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

90° 180° 270° 360°

120° 120°

(Polyphase system)

stator

stator 
winding

salient pole 
rotor

field winding

3 phase
 supplyDC

An induction motor also known as an asynchronous motor is a commonly used AC
electric  motor. The  electric  current  is obtained  via electromagnetic induction from the
rotating magnetic field of
stator winding. There are
basically two types of
induction motor. The types
of induction motor depend
upon the input supply.
There are single phase
induction motors and
three phase induction
motors.

A synchronous motor (short for
synchronous electric motor) is an AC
motor where the rotation of the rotor (or
shaft) is synchronized with the frequency
of the supply current or the rotation
period of the rotor is equal to the rotating
field of the machine it is inside of.

Split Phase Induction Motor

Capacitor Start Induction Motor

Capacitor Start and Capacitor Run

Induction Motor

Shaded Pole Induction Motor

Squirrel Cage Induction Motor

Slip Ring Induction Motor

SOURCE: WIKIPEDIA,ELECTRICAL 4 USOURCE: WIKIPEDIA,ELECTRICAL 4 U
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A high voltage supply transformer , to step the AC mains voltage up to a high
enough voltage to jump the spark gap. Typical voltages are between 5 and 30
kilovolts (kV).
A capacitor  that forms a tuned circuit with the primary winding L1 of the Tesla
transformer.
A spark gap  that acts as a switch in the primary circuit
The Tesla coil , an air-core double-tuned resonant transformer, which generates
the high output voltage.
Optionally, a capacitive electrode (top load)  in the form of a smooth metal sphere
or torus attached to the secondary terminal of the coil. Its large surface area
suppresses premature air breakdown and arc discharges, increasing the Q factor
and output voltage.

A Tesla coil is an electrical resonant transformer circuit. It is used to produce high-
voltage, low-current, high frequency alternating-current electricity. These circuits
were used to conduct innovative experiments in electrical lighting, phosphorescence,
X-ray generation, high frequency alternating current phenomena, electrotherapy, and
the transmission of electrical energy without wires. The dream for this innovation was
to achieve wireless electricity transmission. Tesla coils can also be used to generate
sounds, including music, by modulating the system's effective "break rate" (i.e., the
rate and duration of high power RF bursts) via MIDI data and a control unit.

It has the following components :

A large Tesla coil of more modern design often operates at very high peak power
levels, up to many megawatts. It is therefore adjusted and operated carefully, not
only for efficiency and economy, but also for safety. If, due to improper tuning, the
maximum voltage point occurs below the terminal, along the secondary coil, a
discharge (spark) may break out and damage or destroy the coil wire, supports, or
nearby objects.
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systems.
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Excellence in Electrical

engineering and producing
graduate engineers instilled

with human values and
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resource to the nation.
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ii. To groom the graduating
engineers for Industry, 
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iii. To inculcate human, ethical and

moral values by providing a
congenial environment.
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THE  CREATIVE  MINDS  BEHIND  अ नुनाद!

ABHISHEK MEWADE
4     YEAR STUDENTTH

IRA DWIVEDI
4     YEAR STUDENTTH

RITESH DHOTE
3     YEAR STUDENTRD

AMITESH DWIVEDI
3     YEAR STUDENTRD

ABHINAV RAJ
3      YEAR STUDENTRD

Anunaad Magazine

Anunaad Magazine

Abhiyantriki Magazine

Abhivyakti Magazine

Vidyut Darpan Magazine

Saamayiki Magazine
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To browse
previous editions of
Abhiyantriki, TAP

HERE for our 
user-friendly issue

library!

MOHD. SADIQUE
3     YEAR STUDENTRD

A DEPARTMENTAL
MAGAZINEअनुनाद 

https://www.uitrgpv.ac.in/theinstitute/frm_magazinelinks.aspx
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